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Abstract— Generally Transport Layer is responsible for Congestion Control and Reliable Packet delivery. 
Reliable Packet delivery is an essential problem in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs).If Reliable Packet 
delivery is not achieved in WSNs, and then it leads to scarce wastage of energy of Sensor nodes. The Quality 
Of Service (QoS) Requirements of network can be achieved by designing Reliable Transport Layer Protocols. 
In this paper, we present the survey of different existing Reliable Transport Protocols. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless Sensor Network consists of no of Sensor nodes distributed among the network which monitors 

physical or environmental conditions such as Temperature, Sound, Pressure etc. Sensor nodes co-operatively 
transport their data through the network to the Sink node. Sensors are small and they have limited processing 
and computing resources than sink. Wireless Sensor Networks has wide range of applications such as Home-
Automation, Fire Detection, healthcare Applications etc. 

The Reliable Transport Protocol plays an important role to achieve 100% packet delivery ratio. Reliability 
deals with the loss of data, retransmission of data, energy consumption etc. Transport Layer Protocols are used 
to decrease congestion, packet losses and to increase reliability. However Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
[1] and User Datagram protocol (UDP) [1] are popular Transport Layer Protocols. TCP is Connection-oriented 
protocol. TCP uses end-to-end approach, less-efficient protocol. TCP requires long response time. UDP is 
connectionless protocol. UDP doesn’t have flow control, congestion control, no acknowledgement and 
reliability mechanism, so both of them are not suitable for Wireless Sensor Networks. 

This is the main reason why various Transport Layer Protocols are designed and still work is going on. The 
remainder of this project is organized as follows. In Section II we present the survey of existing reliable 
transport protocols in WSN. Comparison between the different reliable transport protocols is described in 
Section III. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section IV. 
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II. SURVEY OF EXISTING RELIABLE TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS 
In [3] paper i.e. RCRT (Rate-Controlled Reliable Transport Protocol) which provides reliability and also 

controls the congestion in the network. Here, we are going to see the improved version of RCRT which 
overcomes the drawbacks of RCRT.RCRT uses the End-to-End loss recovery scheme. Congestion indicator 
used in RCRT is length of retransmission. Improved RCRT consists of mainly four components- Congestion 
Detection, Rate Adaptation, Rate Allocation and End-to-End retransmission. This uses congestion indicator as 
time to recover packet loss. It uses NACK based hop- by –hop loss recovery scheme .Each intermediate node is 
associated with receiver buffer, retransmission, buffer, local cache. The packets are cache by each intermediate 
node on forward path from source to sink .Receiver buffer of each intermediate node   store packets which are 
received in order and copy of this packets is also maintained in local cache memory. The packets which are 
received out of order are placed in retransmission buffer. NACK message is sent in reverse direction when 
requested packet is not arrived in predefined time interval and this is considered as a packet loss at that 
node .Based on the congestion in the network, value of timer is selected dynamically. When a packet loss is 
detected at a node, NACK message is sent to next hop in reverse direction towards source, then this next hop 
searches in its local cache for lost packet and if the lost packet is found it retransmits that packet .If copy of lost 
packet is not found in local cache then NACK message is forwarded to next hop towards source. After receiving 
acknowledgement packet which node had sent it removes the packet from its local cache. 

In [4] paper i.e. ESRT(Event to sink reliable transport protocol) is transport protocol that achieves reliable 
event  detection with minimum energy consumption .ESRT algorithm runs on sink .Some of the features of 
ESRT are self-configuration ,energy awareness ,congestion control ,collective identification ,biased 
implementation .In self-configuration ,ESRT adjusts the reporting rate according to required condition .If the 
reliability is higher than required then ,receiver(sink) reports to sensor to reduce reporting rate which leads to 
energy awareness ESRT uses the congestion control mechanism that conserves  energy of nodes and 
simultaneously maintains desirable reliability collective identification in ESRT means sink refers only collective 
information provided by number of nodes instead of considering single node information In biased 
implementation ,ESRT runs on sink which is high powered compare to sensor node and this implementation 
conserve energy of sensor nodes .Congestion detection mechanism based on local buffer level monitoring in 
sensor nodes is used in ESRT .If excessive incoming packets. If sensor node buffer overflows due to excessive 
incoming  packets then ,congestion inform to the sink node .ESRT algorithm runs in different reliability and 
congestion condition they are as NCHR(No Congestion High Reliability), NCLR(No Congestion Low  
Reliability),CHR(Congestion High Reliability),CLR(Congestion Low Reliability),OOR(Optimal Operating 
Region). In NCHR, sink decreases frequency conservatively to achieve required reliability .In NCLR, sink 
increases  frequency rate of sensor nodes.IN CHR, sink decreases frequency aggressively which leads to NCHR 
condition and then it performs action in NCHR to achieve required reliability. In CLR, sink decreases frequency 
exponentially. In OOR, frequency remains unchanged. Applications of ESRT are Signal Estimation, Signal 
Tracking Event Detection. 

In [5] paper i.e.RT2(Real Time Reliable Transport Protocol ).WSAN(Wireless Sensor Actor Network) 
consist of sensors and actors .Actors are resource rich and having better processing capabilities than 
sensors.RT2 protocol achieves congestion control and also transport event reliably.RT2 protocol mainly works 
in 2 stages, Sensor –Actor communication ,Actor-Actor communication .Sensor nodes sense the information 
about the environment and delivers this information to the actor nodes this is Sensor-Actor 
communication .Actor nodes takes decision collaboratively  based on information received from sensors .Like 
ESRT ,RT2 also has different reliability and congestion conditions in the Sensor-Actor communication like 
ERNCC(Early Reliability No Congestion Condition), ERCC(Early Reliability Condition Condition), 
LRNCC(Low Reliability No Congestion Condition), LRCC(Low Reliability Congestion Condition),Adequate 
Reliability and No Congestion Condition .In ERNCC, actor node decreases the reporting rate of sensor nodes to 
conserve unnecessary wastage of energy of the sensor nodes and to maintain reliability. In ERCC, actor node 
decreases reporting rate of sensors more aggressively to avoid congestion as soon as possible. In LRNCC, actor 
nodes increase the reporting rate of sensors by using multiplicative strategy to achieve required reliability. In 
LRCC, actor nodes decreases reporting rate of sensors until required reliability is achieved. In Adequate 
Reliability and No Congestion Condition, reporting rate of sensors remains as it is. 

Actor-Actor Communication plays very vital role in RT2.In this communication actor nodes communicate 
with other actors in the network to take decision and actor nodes send this decision to the sink node which acts 
as base station. 

In [6] paper i.e. RTMC (Reliable Transport with memory consideration in WSN). It provides hop-by-hop 
retransmission and congestion control .It is based on concept of pipe-flow .Here ,the header of packet contains 
memory information of node and when that packet is exchanged between nodes ,sender gets an idea about 
memory of receiver node .This prevents memory overflow .RTMC is a protocol that reliably transport the data 
over sensor nodes with limited memory. Relay nodes are placed between sensor and sink (Base 
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station ).Here ,the each node sends  the data to next relay node until it’s memory gets full .Due to memory 
information available in the header of packet, source adjust its transmission rate to maximize throughput. Buffer 
is associated with each node. Local variables are associated with nodes which help in transmission. There are 
different packets which are used in RTMC for different purposes  such as for establishing communication 
between sender and receiver ,transporting data ,releasing connection .RTMC transport multi-segment data to the 
sink  with high reliability low cost .RTMC works efficiently on low memory nodes and also it utilize channel 
effectively.  

In [7] paper i.e. RBC (Reliable Bursty Converge cast Protocol). It is mostly used to improve channel 
utilization ,to reduce ACK losses ,RBC is used in situations where large burst of packets to be reliably transport 
to the sink from different locations ,in RBC Packet loss is detected &notified by using window-less block 
acknowledgement mechanism. Here, receiver piggybacks information of all received packets in header of each 
packet .After sending packets, sender waits to listen to get such information from receiver and starts 
retransmission .If sender doesn’t get such information within specified time interval, then also if transmitted 
packet is expired the sender will start hop-by-hop retransmission .The value of retransmission timer depends on 
the queue length of next node. RBC perform intra-node and inter-node packet scheduling to avoid congestion 
condition caused by retransmission .In intra-node packet scheduling, virtual queue is maintained per node giving 
high priority to packets with less no of retransmissions .inter-node packet scheduling, contention control is 
implemented by allowing a node with more packets in buffer to have higher priority to have more chances to 
access the channel. 
 

III.   COMPARISON 

 
 

IV.   CONCLUSIONS 
Reliability Plays a very important role in WSN .In this paper ,we have surveyed different Reliable Transport 

Protocols .These  protocols achieves reliability in Different aspects .Each protocol has different mechanism to 
attain reliability in efficient manner .Finally we conclude that ,To increase the performance of the WSN ,to 
maintain Reliability is necessary. 
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